
Ornaments 

“Trill Training” 
A trill is when two notes next to each other rapidly alternate, creating a warbling sound 

(think birds tweeting!). You trill with note above, either starting on the note (e.g. if your 

main note is D, you will play DEDEDEDED……) or starting from the note above and trilling 

down (e.g. if your main note is D again, you will play EDEDEDEDED…..). There’s a debate on 

which way you have to trill…..too much to go into now….most of the time it’s from the main 

note……! 

 

A trill is shown by placing a tr above the note:- 

 

Sometimes you will have to trill with your fingers a semitone apart (so fingers close 

together) and sometimes with your fingers a tone apart (with a finger space in between). 

The key signature will help you know which one to do or there will be a sharp, natural or flat 

symbol next to the tr sign it is anything different. 

 

Now….it can be hard on your fingers, changing between them so fast. Your fingers will get 

tired easily and some fingers might find it harder than others (little finger!).  

Below are a load of exercises to help build up your finger strength – think finger gym! These 

exercises are using third and fourth finger, but you can also do these using open string and 

first finger, between first and second finger and between second and third finger. 

 

Exercise 1: 

 



 

 

Fingers tired yet??  

No? Try exercise 2. For this one, keep the short notes really short. Make sure you release 

your finger fast after playing the semiquaver for the first two sections. Imagine your finger is 

jumping on a trampoline…… 

 

Exercise 2: 

 

Fingers still coping? Final challenge for you! (If you’re doing the third and fourth finger 

exercises, remember to keep that fourth finger curved……no cheating!). 

 

Exercise 3: 

 

Remember to try these using different fingers. This just builds strength so that you are able 

to produce strong sounding trills (it also helps to just generally build up finger strength). 

 

Serious note though…..if your fingers are getting tired, take a breather and come back to it. 

Don’t try to plough through (trust me, it hurts!). Each time you practice, aim for at least one 

note more than you got to last time. Small victories are still progress!  

 

 


